Protecting Your Data Just Became
Safer and Easier
Protect Your Data with AssuredKey™ Encryption Management

Using blockchain technology and a patent pending invention, Assured has
built a lightweight, highly effective key management system which allows for
higher levels of encryption, with legally warranted access ONLY to the device in
question to support law enforcement investigations.
With AssuredKey™, the dilemma the FBI and Apple encountered in 2016 has
been resolved—a win for both privacy rights and law enforcement.

WHAT IS AssuredKey™?
``A software and cryptography system that provides emergency access to encrypted data without
compromising its security.
``It manages data encryption keys, in a way which protects individual privacy rights, minimizes the
risks of key loss or data loss, and allows emergency access to data.
``Is tied to a country-specific legal contract, which may provide for company-specific, customer-specific or device-specific right of access. Emergency access to the decrypted data is given only when
the requirements of the legal contract have been satisfied.
THREE KEYS
AssuredKey™ splits the data encryption/decryption
process key into three keys, any two of which can
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Key 1—Controlled by the data owner or their device.
Key 2—Retained by a trusted service provider, with
safeguards and protocols in place, or even an enterprise
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IT department.
Key 3—Mathematically tied to a sophisticated legal
contract using blockchain technology.
Because none of the keys can perform decryption
on their own, the risks of hacking or theft are virtually
eliminated.
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T R A N S PA R E N CY
A blockchain-based protocol creates a public audit trail which documents any
decryption event which was permitted by the contract, even when a participant is
forced to act against their will.
The AssuredKey™ architecture can be integrated into Enterprise encryption systems,
or it can be built into the firmware of devices such as smart phones.
AssuredKey™ eliminates the need for any single entity to store master decryption keys, thereby
removing the risk of theft and other liabilities and burdens normally carried by device manufacturers
or service providers when they store their customer’s decryption keys.
T Y P I C A L A P P L I C AT I O N S
``Access to data provided without the owner’s cooperation if the owner is unavailable or under legal
investigation.
``Access to data provided to the cloud backup of an encrypted device if that device and its stored
decryption key are damaged or lost.
POSSIBLE SCENARIOS
Scenario #1: Telco and Government Pursuit of Authorized Investigations
A major Telco wants to differentiate themselves from their competitors by providing each customer
with an encryption package that is integrated into the Telco’s OS. The encryption system can simply be
pushed to customers via an update.
In the past, perhaps your country’s government could access this Telco’s customer data at will. Not
anymore.
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The government needs access to a specific phone for legitimate purposes.
SOLU T I ON

Government with Court Order
Golden
Key
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Limited government access to protect the public while preserving the Social Compact of privacy rights.

Privacy wins while authorized need-to-know
access is seamlessly and quickly granted.
Because the Telco is now using a higher encryption system with AssuredKey™, the government
will not be able to access it without following the
pre-set written and approved rules built into
AssuredKey™.

Scenario #2: Mobile Device Manufacturer vs.
Law Enforcement
A terrorist has attacked
innocent civilians in your
country. Though the
terrorist dies during the
attack, their smart phone is
recovered. The phone could

In the U.S., the government would need a court

have valuable intel on future

order before the data is released. The Golden

attacks, but it is locked and the smart phone

Key* key will be made available to the govern-

manufacturer is unable or unwilling to break

ment for only that phone for the authorized

encryption on the phone to allow law enforce-

period of time. The blockchain may be

ment to retrieve information. The manufacturer

instructed to create a brand new set of keys

argues that if they weaken the design to enable

when the government’s use of their Golden Key

law enforcement access, it hurts the security

expires.

of every other smart phone, creating a serious

The government doesn’t run the risk of public
outcry over backdoor break-ins or surreptitious
surveillance.

privacy issue. Both parties have valid points, so
how do you solve this ethical, practical and legal
dilemma?
Assured has developed sophisticated, high-level

* W H AT I S A G O L D E N K E Y ?

encryption systems for those that need them.
More importantly, for everyone, AssuredKey™
resolves the dilemma.
In the U.S. and other nations, court orders
authorize legitimate, limited access to someone’s
smart phone, and AssuredKey™ provides swift,
dedicated access.
To protect everyone’s privacy, an approved court
order triggers the release of a Golden Key which
permits only one phone to be open without any

When the 3rd key is created and
stored, it’s an escrow key. When it’s
properly released, it transforms
its function and becomes a Golden
Key. The Golden Key then expires
at the end of the authorized period
when a fresh escrow key may be
re-established.

impact on anyone else’s encryption.
With blockchain technology,
Assured can generate
billions of unique keys in
short order, allowing each
device to have a unique key
with its own unique
encryption code.

The precision and accuracy of the AssuredKey™

F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S

system is a powerful tool for both law

Q: Does AssuredKey™ create a decryption
“backdoor”?

enforcement and privacy advocates.
Without having to resort to break-ins or backdoors, authorized parties can access data legally
and ethically in real-world time while protecting
the privacy rights of every other smart phone

A: No. AssuredKey™ provides law enforcement access
to data by providing key access under controlled
circum-stances by way of the normal “front door”.
AssuredKey™ supports all full-strength data
encryption algorithms without any compromise in
security.

user.

Q: Doesn’t having three keys reduce security by
increasing the risk of those keys being stolen?

Scenario #3: Rogue Insider Locks Corporate
Data Threatening Enterprise

A: No. AssuredKey™’s key management design
actually increases security. The decryption key is split
into three segments. But no single key segment is
capable of decrypting anything, nor does it give any
information about the other two key segments. So
any key segment can be lost or stolen with no
reduction in security. Any two of the three key
segments are necessary in order to perform
decryption.

Picture a disgruntled
employee, recently fired
from his job at a large
corporate enterprise.
The employee decides
to get even by using their
administrator credentials
to lock the company’s entire data system.
It could be so easy, that a simple change of strategically placed passwords locks up the company.
Now no one has access to their terminal or data.
It’s easy to envision this scenario; it has
happened many times at both small and large
businesses, resulting in chaos and expensive
workarounds.
It does not have to be
this way. If this company
simply uses the
AssuredKey™ system, they
just trigger proper access
to retrieve the Golden Key to
access the data. The data is the company’s
property and when used in a private
environment, the company defines the pre-set
rules and protocols built into AssuredKey™ for
access to the escrow key.
Imagine the cost savings in data recovery and
lost time.

Q: Doesn’t having multiple key segments make using
the smartphone more complicated?
A: No. Under normal operation, the smartphone is
unlocked and decrypted by the owner using a PIN, in
the same way as for any standard smartphone.
Q: Does AssuredKey™ have an impact on cloud data
backups?
A: Yes. In the AssuredKey™ architecture, backup data
in the cloud is fully encrypted the same as it is on the
device or smartphone., and no single person possesses the key. This is better protection than is currently
provided by most smartphones for which the service
provider holds the decryption key for the backup data.
Q: What is an Escrow Agent in the AssuredKey™
architecture?
A: The Escrow Agent is a person or organization who
determines whether legal contractual requirements
have been met. This could be a lawyer or a non-profit
privacy rights group. When contract requirements are
satisfied which allow release of the decryption key,
the Escrow Agent makes that determination and
publishes that fact on the blockchain where it is
publicly recorded. That is all. The Escrow Agent does
not possess the decryption key or a key segment, and
cannot be forced to release it.
Q: What is the Proxy Agent in the AssuredKey™
architecture?
A: The Proxy Agent is a computer program. Technically, it runs on a peer-to-peer mix-net overlay network
where it is protected from tampering. It is responsible
for releasing the decryption key segment after the
Escrow Agent announces that decryption contract
terms have been satisfied.

ISN’T IT TIME FOR THE ASSUREDKEY™ ENCRYPTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM?

Manage emergency access to encrypted
data with blockchain-based legal contracts.
Increase the level of security on
your network, laptop, tablet and
mobile device at any time.

No reduction in
the security of
the encrypted
data

Data decryption
is tied to a
legal contract
pre-dating
encryption

4 reasons why AssuredKey™ is the
best solution for individuals,
businesses, manufacturers, service
providers and law enforcement
agencies:

Creates an immutable
audit trail

Protect against being locked out
of data on a network by a
disgruntled insider.

No matter what happens, your
data is secure and you are
proactively complying with legal
requirements for your given
country.

Protects privacy
rights and minimizes
key or data loss

Be Bold: Protect Your Data with
AssuredKey™ Encryption Management
Schedule your free demo today and stay safe tomorrow:
https://assured.enterprises/cyber-products/assuredkey/
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